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ABSTRACT
Writers and poets have long and rich content of transcendent moral values of the
Qur'an, it has been influenced. Sometimes this influence is evident in the work of
poets such as adoption and inclusion; Sometimes, image and imagination has been
associated with such allegorical and metaphorical, password and other illustration
techniques.
Story of Prophet Joseph the stories that originated from religious motifs in
different period has been acclaimed poets. The most important elements and themes
of the life and personality of Prophet Joseph was considered Persian poets, as
follows:
Love, beauty, Joseph , jealousy and scheming brothers, falling well Joseph ,
Wolves and the bloody shirt of Joseph , rescued from slavery going well and Joseph ,
Love or Desire Zoleykha, and about women bergamot, imprisoned Joseph , dreams
of Joseph , government and dear Joseph , the behavior of Joseph brothers, Jacob's
vision of the shirt with the smell of Joseph and Jacob and Joseph Joiner.
In this study, the themes and elements in the story of Prophet Joseph in the Qur'an as
examples and illustrations help new poets poetry in Khorasani style and focuses on
three chapters are: In the first chapter, entitled general, including an introduction,
problem statement, research questions, research needs, background research,
hypothesis, research objectives, research methods and analysis of data. The second
chapter examines the image of Joseph in the Qur'an and the hadith. In the third
chapter of poetic expression Prophet Joseph Khorasani style poetry with such
evidence has been analyzed.
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